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SOLPS-ITER, a comprehensive 2D scrape-off layer modeling package, is used to examine the physical mechanisms that set the scrape-off width (λ q ) for inter-ELM power exhaust.
Guided by Goldston's heuristic drift (HD) model, which shows remarkable quantitative agreement with experimental data, this research examines drift effects on λ q in a DIII-D Hmode magnetic equilibrium. As a numerical expedient, a low target recycling coefficient of 0.9 is used in the simulations, resulting in outer target plasma that is sheath limited instead of conduction limited as in the experiment. Scrape-off layer (SOL) particle diffusivity (D S OL ) is scanned from 1 to 0.1 m 2 /s. Across this diffusivity range, outer divertor heat flux is dominated by a narrow (∼3-4 mm when mapped to the outer midplane) electron convection channel associated with thermoelectric current through the SOL from outer to inner divertor. An order-unity up-down ion pressure asymmetry allows net ion drift flux across the separatrix, facilitated by an artificial mechanism that mimics the anomalous electron transport required for overall ambipolarity in the HD model. At D S OL = 0.1 m 2 /s, the density fall-off length is similar to the electron temperature fall-off length, as predicted by the HD model and as seen experimentally. This research represents a step toward a deeper understanding of the power scrape-off width, and serves as a basis for extending fluid modeling to more experimentally relevant, high-collisionality regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Power crossing the last closed flux surface in diverted tokamaks is exhausted along open field lines to divertor targets through a channel characterized, during the quasi-steady inter-ELM period, by a power scrape-off width (λ q ). The smaller this width, the more challenging it is to sufficiently dissipate the power such that the heat flux at the plasma facing components is tolerable. Not only does a more narrow channel naturally result in higher heat flux, but the smaller associated plasma volume corresponds to less radiation for a given density, temperature, and impurity content. The tight connection between λ q and peak steady-state heat flux has motivated a concerted effort to predict λ q in ITER. Experimentally, the focus has been on regression analysis of tokamak parameters such as size, aspect ratio, toroidal and poloidal magnetic field (B tor and B pol ), culminating in the work of Eich et al. 1, 2 , which shows, in short, that λ q scales as B −1.2 pol , and projects that λ q in ITER will be ≈ 1 mm -significantly less than the previously assumed 3.6 mm. Modeling using the SOLPS code 3 has addressed implications of λ q,IT ER ≈ 1 mm. Though the modeling focused on carbon divertor targets (ITER now plans to use exclusively tungsten) without impurity injection, the basic results would likely hold for scenarios with tungsten divertor targets and impurity injection: The operational window is dramatically narrowed, and the achievable power gain (Q) is reduced 4 .
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II. MODELING SETUP
Modeling is done with the SOLPS-ITER code package 15, 16 (added Ref. 16 ), which employs the plasma drift physics capability of SOLPS5.2 17, 18 . The fluid neutral model of SOLPS-ITER is used in favor of the EIRENE Monte Carlo neutral code 19 , which is also available. The fluid neutral model is not as quantitatively accurate, but is more computationally manageable than EIRENE. was active in this discharge, but is not specifically modeled here.) There are two reasons that low recycling is used: first, the physics picture is simplified by minimizing neutral effects in the SOL; second, the high-recycling case has proven to be more numerically challenging.
Particle diffusivity in most of the core region is 1 m 2 /s, while SOL diffusivity is set by a parameter, D S OL . From a radial position 5 mm inside the outer midplane separatrix to the separatrix, particle diffusivity transitions linearly from 1 m 2 /s to D S OL as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 . This radial diffusivity profile is applied uniformly in the poloidal direction, except in the divertor region,
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Ion particle flux behavior is revealed by the streamline plots in Fig. 7 . In steady state, the equation governing density evolution is ∇ · (nV i ) = S i , where n is the density, V i is the ion velocity, and S i is the ion source rate. Streamlines follow vectors of momentum, nV i , and their divergence is determined by S i . In Fig. 7 , streamlines are launched at each of the cells immediately inside the separatrix and follow ion momentum vectors for 5 m or until termination at the domain boundary.
In the no-drift case, streamlines trace ion momentum vectors both forward and backward from the Based on the outboard P-S pattern in the full-drift case, up-down asymmetry might be expected.
As shown in Fig. 8(a) , an ion pressure asymmetry is observed in the simulations. The asymmetry factor rises as D S OL is reduced, with the factor peaking at 1.50 at D S OL = 0.1 m 2 /s; as magnetic flux becomes a major source of ions in the SOL, the asymmetry is enhanced. Fig. 8 (b) reveals a strong density asymmetry and very little asymmetry in T i .
A detailed accounting of cross-separatrix fluxes is given in Fig. 9 for the full-drift simulation with D S OL = 0.1 m 2 /s. The SOL particle diffusivity is sufficiently low that net magnetic fluxes are comparable to the anomalous particle flux. The role of radial (across flux surfaces) flux due to perpendicular viscosity (Γ η⊥ r ) is pivotal, though not entirely physical. This flux is associated with a radial drift due to perpendicular (within flux surfaces) viscous force, i.e.,
seem to play leading roles: First, there is an cross-field "convection" of energy that is directly proportional to D S OL (due to an effective velocity, v D = D S OL ∇n/n), so that lower D S OL tends to reduce λ q . Second, the region of low T e at the inner target becomes broader as D S OL is reduced, so that the channel of thermoelectric current (see Section III B) is wider. The broadening of the low T e region, in turn, seems related to a general reduction of separatrix temperature (and associated increase in density) as D S OL is reduced, and an increased radial E × B drift flux. As D S OL is reduced, this latter effect seems to counterbalance the first one, resulting in a nearly constant λ q .
In the HD picture, at sufficiently low D S OL (say 0.1 m 2 /s or less), one would expect insensitivity of λ q to D S OL , with magnetic drifts determining the particle behavior in the SOL, but insensitivity across a wide range of D S OL is unexpected. Again, the insensitivity is probably specific to the conditions simulated here, and would not hold in general.
As noted in Section III A, with only magnetic drifts, at D S OL = 1 m 2 /s, λ q is similar to the full-drift case, but varies strongly with D S OL like the no-drift case. At D S OL = 1 m 2 /s, strongly peaked non-conductive electron power deposition exists at the outer target despite little current at the inner target -radial SOL currents are strong enough to enable this feature. Similar to the no-drift case, however, λ q trends lower with decreasing D S OL . Apparently, without E × B drifts, the thermoelectric current channel does not broaden as discussed above (the second "effect" related to the insensitivity of λ q to D S OL in the full-drift case). A related point is that, in the case with only magnetic drifts, the inner strike point is cooler than the outer strike point (approximately 20 eV vs. 100 eV), similar to the full-drift case, despite the absence of E × B drifts that tend to cool the inner target. This appears to be due to an ion flow separatrix as found in the full-drift case, yielding upward flow at the outer midplane, which may enhance particle transport to the inner target. In contrast, in the no-drift case inner and outer strike point temperatures are similar (near 50 eV) such that the thermoelectric effect is absent. In general, it appears that the low-recycling, sheath-limited conditions simulated here magnify the thermoelectric effect and E × B drifts, and thus modify λ q scaling behavior, simply because temperatures and temperature gradients tend to be high, especially at the outer target.
Simulations with D S OL lower than 0.1 m 2 /s were not numerically achievable. Although further research is necessary to identify with certainty the cause of the numerical problems, strong gradients in electric field, particularly in E r near the X-point and in divertor legs along the separatrix, seem to be responsible for poor convergence due to strongly sheared E × B flows. Gradients in not convergent at resolutions that are realistically attainable. Presently, the electrostatic potential is smoothed by means of an anomalous electric current that is proportional to ∇φ. Additional smoothing that can be localized near the regions of extreme electric field shear would be worth exploring in future work. For example, a current proportional to ∇E · ∇φ could be implemented.
In the HD model, magnetic drifts dominate the ion particle flux across the separatrix, while anomalous particle transport is relatively small. As discussed in 27 , cross-separatrix electron drift fluxes (due to E × B and diamagnetic drifts) locally cancel for a Boltzmann electron distribution, which is implemented as an option in SOLPS-ITER 29 , can be considered.
V. CONCLUSIONS
SOLPS-ITER has been used in an initial exploration of the HD model for power scrape-off width scaling in a low-recycling scenario with sheath-limited outer target plasma. Simulations at low SOL particle diffusivity, D S OL ≈ 0.1 m 2 /s, achieve a regime relevant to the HD model, with comparable density and temperature gradient length scales at the outer midplane separatrix. In addition, several aspects of the results are investigated in detail:
• Full-drift simulations show an intriguing insensitivity of λ q to D S OL , whereas no-drift simulations show the expected reduction of λ q with D S OL . The insensitivity in the full-drift case is attributed to a nontrivial dependence of particle transport on SOL diffusivity and magnetic and E × B drifts. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 59 60
• Thermoelectric current establishes a narrow non-conductive electron heat flux feature that dominates the outer target power deposition footprint.
• An up-down asymmetry in ion pressure enables net cross-separatrix ion magnetic flux with magnitude consistent with experimental results for H-mode plasmas.
Following this preliminary fluid modeling research, future work should aim to advance SOLPS-ITER analysis of the HD model by closely matching experimental conditions and improving model assumptions. For example, the work presented here could be extended to high-collisionality (conduction-limited) SOL conditions with impurities and associated radiation. Improved numerical smoothing of electrostatic potential and associated electric fields may be necessary near the X-point and in the divertor legs along the separatrix. Ambipolarity of net cross-separatrix particle flow should be established using mechanisms that are fully physical, and grounded in experimental data, if possible. Parameterization of cross-field thermal transport could be modified to account for experimental evidence of a critical gradient ratio η e ≈ 1.4 above which turbulent transport might be enhanced. Finally, scans of relevant plasma parameters, such as device size, poloidal and toroidal magnetic field, would be valuable.
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